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I. BIOGRAPHY 

The Rose Greenbaum biography is found within the donor files at the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum. 
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Rose Greenbaum 

Rose Greenbaum (1918-2011) was born Rose Ejzman on September 7, 1918 in Łódź, Poland to Josef 
Ejzman (circa 1891-1925) and Frymet Ejzman (née Gutman, 1890-1944). Josef Ejzman was a watchmaker 
and owned a jewelry store. Her mother worked in the family’s jewelry store. Josef and Frymet had five 
children: Esther Ejzman (1909-circa 1942), Sara Ejzman (later Sarah Malinowski, 1912-1979), Rose 
Ejzman (later Rose Greenbaum, 1918-2011), Leon (1922-2009), and Manya (1926-1993). At age 34, Josef 
died of a heart attack prior to Manya’s birth. Frymet and her children lived at 145 Piotrowska Street in 
Łódź, Poland. After Hitler invaded Poland, the family stood on their street and watched the Germans 
march into the city. In the beginning, the Germans forbade Jews to walk on Piotrowska Street, a main 
street in Łódź. However, Rose needed to walk across the street to go to her job in a textile shop. Each 
time she did so, she feared for her life. Eventually the Germans opened the back doors of the Łódź 
ghetto so that the inhabitants could go around Piotrowska Street. Sara Ejzman was frequently caught on 
the street and sent to clean toilets or do other dirty work. Janek (Jonasz) Malinowski, Sara’s boyfriend, 
joined the Polish Army. Sara Ejzman fled Poland and joined him in the Soviet Union. They eventually 
married. Leon Ejzman also fled Poland for the Soviet Union where he found work and stayed throughout 
the war.  

In 1940, the remaining members of the Ejzman family were forced out of their home into a single room 
in the ghetto. Frymet worked sorting clothing collected from deported Jews. Esther Ejzman worked in a 
shop. In either 1941 or 1942, Esther Ejzman was taken during an “aktion” and deported to a 
concentration camp, likely Auschwitz, where she perished. While living in the ghetto, Rose Ejzman 
contracted typhus but ultimately recovered at home. Her cousin, who was ill with typhus at the same 
time, died at the hospital. Rose escaped an “aktion” by hiding in the attic of their building under a quilt. 
A German soldier pushed his bayonet into the bed looking for her, and while the bayonet came one inch 
away from her, she escaped undetected. In order to help her family, Rose would steal beets for food. 
Frymet, Rose, and Manya Ejzman remained in the Łódź ghetto until its liquidation in 1944. During the 
liquidation, the family gave themselves up for the promise of bread and a pound of sugar. Instead, they 
were sent to Auschwitz concentration camp in railroad cattle cars. They arrived at Auschwitz on August 
24, 1944. Frymet Ejzman perished in the gas chambers. Manya and Rose Ejzman spent a week in 
Auschwitz before being sent to Hamburg, Germany. For two days they worked in a kitchen peeling 
potatoes, they were then assigned to forced labor building houses. They were there for nine months. At 
some point, a camp supervisor selected Rose to clean and start a fire in his room. Instead, Rose asked 
that Manya, who had contracted pneumonia, be assigned to do it. He relented and Manya eventually 
recovered.  

Just prior to liberation, Rose suffered a serious leg injury and was sent to the camp hospital. After a 
week in the hospital, the remaining patients were were sent to Bergen-Belsen concentration camp by 
truck. Manya and other prisoners were sent to Bergen-Belsen on a death march. Many survived, and on 
week after their arrival in Bergen-Belsen, the Ejzman sisters were liberated by the British. Both sisters 
contracted typhus and recovered. Rose became involved with the Ogólny Zydowski Zwiazek Robotniczy 
“Bund” w Polsce and was sent to Feldafing DP camp in Germany where she worked for the Jewish Labor 
Committee. Rose met her husband, Mojzesz (Grynbaum) Greenbaum in Feldafing, Germany. They were 
married on October 5, 1945. Manya and her fiancé, Heniek (Zamczykowski) Zinns, whom she had met in 
the hospital, also moved to Feldafing. Rose and Mojzesz Greenbaum immigrated to the United States in 
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June 1946, following Manya and her husband who had arrived in the U.S. shortly before them. Both 
couples settled in New York City. Manya Zinns died on October 20, 1993 in Palm Beach Florida.  

After the war, Sara Ejzman and her brother Leon Ejzman returned to Poland to look for their family. Sara 
married Jonasz Malinowski on January 27, 1947 in Eschwege, Germany. Rose Greenbaum obtained 
immigration papers for her siblings. Leon Ejzman settled in the United States, and married Ruth Eisman 
on February 10, 1952. He died in New York City on October 23, 2009. Sara and Jonasz Malinowski settled 
in Toronto, Canada in 1948. Sara Malinowksi died on February 17, 1979. Rose Greenbaum married her 
sister’s widower, Jonasz Malinowski, on December 13, 1981 in Ontario, Canada. Jonasz Malinowski died 
on October 27, 2000 in Canada. Rose Greenbaum died on October 9, 2011 in Florham Park, New Jersey.  
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